The accredited network is represented by over 1 million organizations who hold 1,650,000 certifications from over 193 economies.

**Legend**

- Red: More than 100,000 Certificates
- Pink: 10,000 - 99,999 Certificates
- Orange: 5,000 - 9,999 Certificates
- Yellow: 1,000 - 4,999 Certificates
- Green: 1 - 999 Certificates
Introducing IAF CertSearch
The Exclusive Global Database for Accredited Certifications

Businesses and Governments are demanding greater transparency across organisations and supply chains. They rely on accredited certifications to make important decisions when developing their supply chains. However, due to the value of Accredited Certifications, many organizations claim to hold them when in fact they don’t.

IAF CertSearch will be promoted as the source of truth for the accredited network globally. For the first time it will be possible to:

- Validate individual accredited certifications from any economy in the world in real time.

Businesses and governments can be confident that if an organization appears in the IAF CertSearch database they truly hold a legitimate, valid accredited certification.
How to Participate

Invitations will be sent to the Certified Entities by IAFCertSearch.org or Certification Bodies directly.

Certified Entities are required to activate their account in IAF CertSearch to appear in the database.

Those Certified Entities who participate will receive the following benefits:

Certified Entities will receive a company profile and individual certification profiles that can be validated by businesses and governments domestically and internationally.

An IAF CertSearch Mark: Certified Entities will receive a dynamic IAF CertSearch digital Mark which can be placed on their website and will link to their profile in IAF CertSearch which will demonstrate they are part of the global accredited network.

* note the design of the IAF CertSearch Mark is currently being finalised

Certified trade marketplace QualityTrade.com - Certified Entities will have the ability to activate their profile on the exclusive trade marketplace for accredited certified entities. Certified entities participating in the trade marketplace can promote their goods and services and receive trade enquiries from business and governments.
Video

Introducing IAF CertSearch (Stakeholders support)

https://youtu.be/P2pEwXVrfUg